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Clathrin-Mediated Endocytosis Is the Dominant Mechanism of Vesicle Retrieval at Hippocampal Synapses
Björn Granseth, Benjamin Odermatt, Stephen J. Royle and Leon Lagnado
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Different recycling behaviors for two synaptic vesicle proteins
Silvio O. Rizzoli, Max Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry

25 September 2006

Comment:
Leon Lagnado and collaborators show here convincingly that kiss-and-run retrieval functions only for few (or none) of the vesicles. Another finding, 
possibly of even greater consequence, is that two pH-sensitive GFP-tagged synaptic vesicle proteins behave quite differently. Tagged
synaptobrevin (Syb) is not restricted to synapses, and diffuses rapidly out of boutons upon stimulation (which has also been described in the past, 
Sankaranarayanan and Ryan, 2000; Li and Murthy, 2001; see also Fernandez-Alfonso et al, 2006). In contrast, synaptophysin (Syph) shows a 
much more punctuate (synaptic-like) distribution, and the signal associated with Syph exocytosis is localized to the bouton during stimulation. 
When the authors analyzed very small regions around the release sites, a minor fraction of Syph left the exocytic zones, which is easily explained 
by the well-defined mechanism of endocytosis in peri-active zone areas (see for example Miller and Heuser, 1984; Roos and Kelly, 1999; Rizzoli 
and Betz, 2004). However, this cannot be the case for the diffusion of Syb into the axon. Why do the two proteins behave so differently? It is 
tempting to speculate that Syph, but not Syb, is linked to a non-diffusing core of the vesicle that is maintained throughout the vesicle cycle (Willig et 
al., 2006). However, as Syb-GFP appears to stain the entire axon, and reports exocytosis in a much poorer fashion than Syph-GFP (the authors' 
movie is especially illuminating), it is to be feared that the Syb-GFP diffusion is an artifact (possibly Syb-GFP is less well targeted to vesicles in the 
first place, and they lose it partially upon fusion). What is the behavior of native, non-tagged, synaptic vesicle proteins? As nerve terminals isolated 
from their cell bodies can be stimulated for many hours, with no deleterious effects (Ceccarelli et al., 1973), it is quite likely that they recycle their 
vesicles locally, rather than allowing large quantities of vesicular proteins to diffuse out.
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Clathrin-dependent vesicle recycling proven at small CNS synapses
Lennart Brodin, Karolinska Institutet

22 September 2006

Comment:
Granseth et al describe the recording of re-acidification signals (using pH-sensitive vesicle proteins) in response to single action potentials in 
hippocampal neurons. They find that endocytic responses consistently have a time constant of 15 s and that responses are blocked after 
suppression of clathrin function. The study is the first to link unitary responses at a CNS synapse with clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), 
although other recent papers have pointed in the same direction (Fernandez-Alfonso et al, Neuron 2006; Wienisch and Klingauf, Nature Neurosci 
2006). The work will probably have considerable impact, especially on the synaptic transmission/plasticity field, which has long been muddled by 
problems relating to postfusion regulation and fusion pore dynamics (Liu, Curr Opin Neurobiol 2003). Another important consequence is that 
comparisons between different models will be greatly facilitated. Hippocampal synapses/small CNS synapses may no longer be viewed as 
different, but are comparable with the wide range of synapses already shown to utilize CME (Lagnado, J Physiol 2003; Murthy and De Camilli, 
Annu Rev Neurosci 2003). An interesting observation made by Granseth et al concerns the mobility of clathrin in boutons. Clathrin light chain is 
shown to move upon stimulation from the center of the bouton to its periphery. The time-course of movement tracks the endocytic response. This 
observation, along with studies of other endocytic proteins (Guichet et al. EMBO J 2002; Evergren et al. Traffic 2004) suggests that a synaptic 
release site is an integrated exo-endocytic unit. It carries its own endocytic machinery rather than recruiting it from a shared pool in the axoplasm. 
The endocytic proteins are stored in the synaptic vesicle cluster at rest and move within a presynaptic actin matrix to coated pits in the periactive 
zone (Brodin and Shupliakov, Cell and Tissue Res 2006). Granseth et al provide the first visualization of this process in real time.
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Kiss -- and then run or collapse? Part 1
Jurgen Klingauf, Max-Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry

20 September 2006

Comment:
The paper by Lagnado and coworkers is the most recent of a flurry of papers challenging the view that kiss and run is a major retrieval mechanism 
at CNS synapses. This study nicely corroborates and extends the Atluri and Ryan paper (Neurosci. 2006).. Lagnado and colleagues now showed 
that also for single action potentials the combined time course of endocytosis and re-acidification reveals only a slow time constant not compatible 
with a kiss and run mechanism. Furthermore they show that interference with the clathrin machinery completely abolishes re-acidification, 
identifying clathrin-mediated endocytosis as the major if not only mechanism of endocytosis at CNS synapses. Such complete block of endocytosis 
in pHluorin measurements was also observed after disruption of the dynamin-syndapin interaction (Anggono et al. Nat Neurosci. 2006) suggesting 
dynamin action is mandatory for vesicle fission, conflicting with the classical kiss-and-run model of a reversibly opening fusion pore. A second 
hallmark of the kiss and run model, the identity of proteins exo- and endocytosed, has now been challenged by three different groups (Dittmann 
and Kaplan. PNAS 2006, Fernández-Alfonso, Kwan, Ryan. Neuron 2006 and Wienisch and Klingauf. Nat Neurosci. 2006.) showing independently
that synaptic vesicles in worm and man exchange their membrane proteins (synaptobrevin and synaptotagmin) with a surface pool during vesicle 
recycling. In fact a stimulus of 40 action potentials did not trigger retrieval of any freshly exocytosed proteins excluding kiss and run as an endocytic
mechanism (Wienisch and Klingauf). In this study Lagnado and coworkers put yet another important vesicle protein, synaptophysin, on this list of 
proteins that diffusionally spread post fusion.
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Kiss -- and then run or collapse? Part 2
Jurgen Klingauf, Max-Planck Institute for Biophysical Chemistry

20 September 2006

Comment:
Some details in this new study command special attention. If full block of clathrin-mediated endocytosis for three days (post transfection) does not 
lead to a complete depletion of synaptic vesicles by spontaneous activity, synapses must have somehow retrieved spontaneously exocytosed 
vesicle membrane by an alternative mechanism during these days before measurement. If kiss and run is to be excluded as a major candidate, 
what other mechanism may be at work? Aficionados of kiss and run, however, may argue that due to the buffer capacity of external pH buffers in 
surface quench experiments the speed of re-acidification in this as well as the previous study by Atluri and Ryan has been largely underestimated 
(several controls by Atluri and Ryan however did not suggest a major artifact). In fact Gandhi and Stevens (Nature 2003.) reported re-acidification 
rates at least an order of magnitude faster. If the latter was true, kiss and run events simply may have gone undetected given the sampling rates. 
Thus data with high time resolution are needed ¿ also to resolve the diffusional spread of vesicle proteins post fusion in more detail. While each of
these recent studies provides no definitive proof against kiss and run (similarly none in favor of kiss and run provide definitive proof) they together 
make a strong case for `kiss-and-collapse¿, diffusion and mixing of vesicular with surface proteins. The challenge now will be to decipher the
mechanism that so tightly couples exo- to endocytosis.
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Comments on Granseth et al Part 1
Tom Schwarz, Childrens Hospital, Harvard University

20 September 2006

Comment:
Granseth et al demonstrates how much light can be shed by clean and direct data. The measurement of sypHy dwell time on the surface would 
seem to trump previous measurements of endocytotic rates. Is there kissing still going on in some dark corner of this synapse? Apparently not to
an appreciable extent. It is one of the beauties of this paper that it employs the same synapse and stimulus frequencies that have, heretofore,
provided some of the most prominent evidence for ¿kiss-and-run¿ by small clear vesicles. Thus there can be no evasions with arguments of
different rules for different preparations. Suggestions of kiss-and-run from capacitance measurements and genetics have already been
contradicted (Yamashita et al., 2005; Dickman et al., 2005). Now the chief remaining support, optical measurements at hippocampal synapses, is
being cut away. It should still be kept in mind that stronger capacitance and amperometric evidence exists for kiss-and-run by dense-cored vesicles
in chromaffin cells and in peptidergic endings. This may be a genuine distinction between the vesicle types. This is a good moment to inquire to
what extent the predictions of one model or the other have been met in the hippocampus. The predicted properties of the classical pathway include
its slowness (but how slow need it be?), the mixing of lipids and proteins between the membranes, the full discharge of neurotransmitter, and the 
use of certain molecular components, including clathrin and dynamin. Kiss-and-run is said to involve very transient discharge of vesicle content
(though slow leak through a pore has been invoked), the lack of interchange of vesicle proteins and lipids with counterparts in the plasma 
membrane, and potentially the incomplete discharge of vesicles. Perhaps we shouldn¿t presume that all these properties come as one set or the
other when intermediate models may occur.
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Comments on Granseth et al Part 2
Tom Schwarz, Childrens Hospital, Harvard University

20 September 2006

Comment:
Still, Granseth et al. undercut kiss-and-run in three ways; principally with evidence of a uniformly slow time course for membrane retrieval, but also
with evidence for the interchange of vesicular and plasma membrane synaptobrevin, which is incompatible with the preservation of vesicle identity 
during exocytotic events (see also Fernandez-Alfonso et al., 2006; Wienisch and Klingauf, 2006). In addition, the molecular studies argue that the
defining property of the classical pathway, clathrin-dependence, is a hall mark of hippocampal endocytosis. This finding is parallel to the long
established finding that disruption of dynamin in Drosophila (via the temperature-sensitive shibire mutant) can prevent endocytosis and leave 
synapses without their vesicle stores. Also, as in Drosophila, hippocampal endocytosis appears to occur in the peri-active zone. A question: if their
manipulations completely ablate the CME pathway, why are any vesicles present when Granseth et al begin their recordings? What has sustained
the vesicle pool? It seems likely that either some of the clathrin pathway persists in a much-retarded form or that bulk endocytosis retrieves the
membrane, which is subsequently shaped into appropriate synaptic vesicles in a clathrin-independent step. This may be resolved in the future. A
great deal appears to have been resolved already!
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